Hmmm ….. so what is TIME to
you?

The past is over
The future is a
mystery

BUT
Today is a gift
That’s why it’s
called the
PRESENT
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TIME is LIFE. LIFE is TIME
“Dost thou love life? Then don’t waste time, for
that’s the stuff life is made of”
“Very few people have enough time & yet
almost everyone has all the time in the world”
Can’t Stop Passage Of Time U
can’t
 How much is 1 hour of time stop
in your life worth to you?
 Are u as careful with yr time time
as with yr money?

POWER of

DO IT NOW!! God only
gives us 1 day at a time.
Seize this very minute.
Tomorrow will be same as
today unless you do
something about it NOW!

But yesterday is gone
forever

Man finds comfort in the past
or in the future, never looks to
the PRESENT.
It has been an old habit, of
the human mind.
Either it glorifies the past &
relishes itself in the memory
of past or it build castles in
dreams in clouds for the
future.
Tomorrow doesn’t exists
either until it becomes NOW.
Tomorrow is created today.

Never look back
unless you’re
planning
to go
that way …

Make time
management 1st
priority of the day

It is not
enough to
be busy. So
are ants.
Question is
“What are
we busy
about?”

TIME AS A RESOURCE
You can’t manage time.
But you can manage what
you’ve to do within the 24
hours that you’ve. Time
should never be spent but
instead be invested. Time
is your servant & you are
the master

Best day is really today.
Forget about today
being the 1st day of
the rest of your life.
Today could be
last day of rest of your life.

Remember you can’t change the inevitable,
but you can change your attitude towards today.
It is within your power to
cultivate habit of living
in the present.
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